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About 

What is Geoscience and Remote Sensing? 

The Master track Geoscience and Remote Sensing enables students to further understand and             
explore the interaction between human activities, the system Earth and atmosphere and our             
living environment. Through a combination of physical modelling and observational data           
science, GRS students learn how to approach different projects and apply their gathered             
knowledge. 

How is Snellius involved? 

Snellius is the study association of the department Geoscience and Remote Sensing at the              
faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences at TU Delft and has about 120 members (number               
increasing). The board of Snellius brings together GRS students in activities, organise events,             
plan excursions and mediate between students and professors. 

What are companies looking for? 

As companies are always looking for passionate and        
engaged students, we as Snellius are organising       
company events to provide insights into their business,        
so that students can get to know many interesting and          
engaged companies and organisations. Interchange     
between employees and students has often led to        
further collaboration. Students highly benefit from      
hands-on experience as they can also incorporate       
internships in their study program or even draw up a thesis project. The knowledge gathered               
during those periods is further carried forward in the world of geoscience and civil engineering               
applications. 

What we can offer: 

As a study association we are here to fill the gap between students and companies that would                 
like to reach more involvement and increase awareness in this group of GRS students.The table               
below provides an overview of what Snellius can offer to the potential partner. An explanation of                
the stated proposition is attached further down. The contract duration is one year with start and                
end dates stated in the contract. We are also happy to answer questions regarding the listed                
propositions and discuss ideas which go beyond the listed offerings. 
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Partnership offers 
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Explanations 
1.1 Link & Logo on our website: On the website www.snelliusdispuut.nl you will find a logo                
and link of your company under the tab Partners. 

1.2 Company profile on our website: On the website www.snelliusdispuut.nl you will find a              
description of your company provided by you as the partner under the tab Partners. 

2.1 Promotion internship / traineeship / thesis offer & Promotion employment offer:            
Snellius can promote internships, traineeships, thesis offers or vacancies within your company            
through our monthly newsletter or post on our website www.snelliusdispuut.nl and prepare flyers             
to distribute. The newsletter is sent out to all GRS students, Snellius members, alumni and the                
staff of our department. 

If the above is not sufficient, Snellius can send out advertisement posts via direct mailing,               
WhatsApp, Facebook or LinkedIn to this group as well. This enables more direct contact with               
students and future employees. 

2.2 Permanent logo in the newsletter: As a Gold Partner we will add your company logo to                 
our monthly newsletter to provide an all-round presence even if no advertisement is posted this               
month. 

2.3 Flyer spreading, poster distribution: Snellius       
organises a monthly get-together with students, PhD       
students and teachers where they share ideas, talk        
about upcoming events and thesis projects while       
enjoying a cup of coffee and some snacks. During         
this get-together Snellius can distribute flyers with       
promotion for employment offers, thesis/traineeship     
or internship offers or whatever our partner has in         
mind. Moreover, we are sharing posters and       
promoting our partners in our GRS department. 

3.1 Joint Presentation + Lunch: With the option to participate in a joint presentation at TU                
Delft, you as our partner can give an insight into your daily business together with another                
partner while lunch will be provided by Snellius. Lunch presentations are always well-attended             
by students! 

3.2 Company presentation + Drinks: Holding a company presentation at TU Delft, you as our               
partner can provide insights into your employees profession and daily work. With the chance to               
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find a potential intern or trainee in the audience, company lectures / presentations are always               
highly appreciated among students! After the presentation Snellius provides drinks and snacks            
for a get together with you and the students. 

3.3 Company presentation + Dinner with Pizza & Drinks: With an evening presentation at              
TU Delft, our partner can introduce the company,        
share recent projects and pitch ideas for e.g.        
internship offers while dinner will be provided by        
Snellius (Pizza or other options). Since there are        
no lectures after this type of presentation, the        
talks are always well-attended and enable the       
partner to swap ideas with students (even       
longer) after the actual presentation. It goes       
without saying that there’s no better chance to        
interchange! 

3.4 Excursion: With an excursion, your company has the chance to present students a good               
insight into your workplace on the spot. From experience, Snellius can say that an excursion               
can adjust the image of a company. This is also a great opportunity for the partner to get to                   
know the students of the master "Geoscience and Remote Sensing" and PhD students from the               
faculty. The partnership is used to help out the students with traveling costs. 

3.5 In-house day: During an in-house day the students could come to the office and               
experience how it is to work in your company by doing a case study for example. There is the                   
opportunity for you to show what is happening and what makes it special to work in your                 
company and to get to know the students well and see what they are up to. 

4.1 Social event with students: We plan a social activity where students and your company               
will meet in an informal way. One activity where we had lots of fun in the past and great                   
feedback by our partners are bowling evenings! If you would like to interchange with students               
while showing off your skills in some rounds of bowling then you should not hesitate to become                 
a Gold Partner! 

4.2 Company Dinner: In the future Snellius will be hosting a Company Dinner with our               
partners and our MSc and/or PhD students. If you are interested in sharing ideas and thoughts,                
discuss upcoming thesis projects or internship offers and meeting our other partners while             
having dinner together, then feel free to contact us and we will make it happen! Each partner                 
can send up to two people but the dinner is at his/her expense. 
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Contact 

Treasurer & Acquisition Daniëlla D. Gur 

E-Mail snellius@tudelft.nl 

 D.D.gur@student.tudelft.nl 

Phone +316 38 48 4300 

 

Address Stevinweg 1 

2628 CN Delft 

Room number 2.12.6 
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